[1] The Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) instrument observed the plasma environment at Titan during the Cassini orbiter's TA encounter on October 26, 2004. Titan was in Saturn's magnetosphere during the Voyager 1 flyby and also during the TA encounter. CAPS measurements from this encounter are compared with measurements made by the Voyager 1 Plasma Science Instrument (PLS). The comparisons focus on the composition and nature of ambient and pickup ions. They lead to: A) the major ion components of Saturn's magnetosphere in the vicinity of , CH 4 + , and N 2 + ; D) the pickup ions are in narrow energy ranges; and E) there is clear evidence of the slowing down of background ions due to pickup ion mass loading. Citation: Hartle, R. E.,
Introduction
[2] Voyager 1 plasma and field instruments detected a complex interaction between Titan's atmosphere and Saturn's outer magnetosphere [Bridge et al., 1981; Ness et al., 1981] . These initial results were followed by more comprehensive analysis [Hartle et al., 1982 , hereinafter referred to as H82; Neubauer et al., 1984] . A new picture of the interaction of Saturn's sub-rotating magnetospheric plasma with Titan's atmosphere emerged from the field and particle measurements as Voyager 1 flew by Titan on November 12, 1980. Since then a number of atmosphere, ionosphere and interaction models [e.g., see Keller et al., 1998] [Neubauer et al., 1984] . The relative abundance of these ions is consistent with the densities of the corresponding neutral exosphere constituents. Finite gyroradius effects were found to be important to the plasma interaction with Titan's atmosphere, resulting in removal of ambient ions by Titan's upper atmosphere. The analysis implied that the observed hot keV ambient ion component, N + /O + , was removed.
[3] In Figure 1 , the Cassini flyby trajectory in Titancentered coordinates is super-imposed on the model interaction originally derived by H82 from Voyager 1 data. This 'view' in the -z direction shows that the Voyager 1 trajectory is similar to that of the TA encounter, except that Voyager 1 is further down the wake region. For TA, the closest approach altitude was z $ 1174 km from the surface at 15:30:08 SCET (spacecraft event time in [hr:min:s] throughout). The TA encounter was $10.6 hr LT relative to Saturn and Voyager 1 was $13 hr LT. The similarities of these flyby trajectories allows direct comparison of CAPS and PLS plasma measurements.
[4] The CAPS instrument [Young et al., 2004] is composed of an Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS), Electron Spectrometer (ELS) and an Ion Beam Spectrometer (IBS). We will primarily be discussing data from the IMS. The IBS is most important for Titan's ionosphere. The IMS covers the ion energy-per-charge range 1 V E/ Q 50 kV. The IMS (and ELS) takes simultaneous measurements in collimators divided into 8 angular sectors separated by 20°in the collimator plane. The IMS measures E/Q spectra, called singles, at non-coincident ion rates (no composition information). Simultaneously, the IMS takes coincident time-of-flight (TOF) data (or B-cycle data, E/Q vs TOF) used for detailed compositional analysis. An IMS energy sweep takes 4 seconds and the B-cycle takes 256 seconds. For the B-cycle data we sum 64 energy sweeps and collapse all 8 angular sectors for high sensitivity. An actuator sweeps the field of view of the sensors to optimize pitch angle coverage. The actuator was scanned at a rate of 1°s À1 over a range of $+107°to $À81°during Titan-A, with a sweep across the ram direction for the immediate Titan encounter.
Flow and Composition
[5] Figure 2 shows the E/Q vs. time spectrogram of IMS singles for all 8 angular sectors during the TA encounter, which is used to give an overview of plasma flow and composition. The background plasma outside Titan's interaction region has been analyzed by F. , where the ion masses were identified from counts vs TOF data. From $15:00 to $15:18 SCET, the spacecraft was in the pickup region, where the E/Q range decreased to $5-50 V and N 2 + has speeds $10-15 km/s, which is an ion suggested by the TOF data below and identified by H82, S05 and Crary et al. (submitted manuscript, 2005) . From $13:00 to $15:18 SCET, the greatest ion counts occurred in the three lowest sectors, which are also the ones pointing most closely into the corotation direction of the magnetosphere. The sectors sequentially beyond the third point upstream with increasing components toward Saturn. From 15:22 to 15:40 SCET, the spacecraft was within Titan's ionotail and passed through the ionosphere (described by Crary et al. (submitted manuscript, 2005) ). After 15:40 SCET the spacecraft exited the ionosphere and quickly returned to the dynamical conditions of Saturn's magnetosphere plasma. Following a spacecraft roll that ended about 16:00 SCET, the greatest ion counts occurred in the second through fifth sectors from the top, which are also the ones pointing most closely into the corotation direction. In contrast to that on the anti-Saturn side, this rapid change is due to the lack of sufficient pickup ions to mass load the plasma. The paucity of pickup ions on the Saturn facing side occurs because the cycloidal trajectories of the heavy ions intercept Titan's atmosphere, where most of them are absorbed. Well outside the pickup region on the anti-Saturn side, the heavy ion composition favors O + / CH 4 + . The plasma interaction region described above essentially coincides with the induced magnetosphere from $15:10 to 15:40 SCET [Backes et al., 2005] .
[6] We have made an additional analysis of magnetospheric ion composition using CAPS E/Q vs TOF spectrograms obtained from 12:30 to 14:00 SCET, in the vicinity of Titan, but well away from the mass loading region. During this long observation interval, counts were integrated over many B cycles. Spectral ''lines'' for ion masses 1, 2 and 16 amu are identified and interpreted to be H /O + are absorbed by the atmosphere on terminator streamlines about 800 km and 11,200 km above the exobase (4,000 km), the sizes of their ambient gyrodiameters, respectively. The CAPS data below supports these interpretations.
[8] TOF spectrograms in the mass loading region are shown in Figure 3 for Figure 3 . The ion energy ranges in the first B cycle, Figure 3a , are $0.13 -3.4 keV for H + and $0.3 -1.2 keV for H 2 + . Considering the presence of a neutral exospheric source for these ions, their spectra are a mixture of ambient and pickup ions. In contrast, the heavier ion spectra in the range of 14 -16 amu are observed in a narrower energy range of $3. [Waite et al., 2005] . The mass 14 amu pickup ion could be a mixture of N + and CH 2 + , where the former is the dominant 14 amu exospheric gas and the latter ion is a fragment of its parents' CH 4 and CH 4 + . N 2 + is identified as the 28 amu ion in the fourth B-cycle. Possible ions of ionospheric origin [Keller et al., 1998 ] are CH 3 + (between the 14 -16 amu channels), HCNH + , and CH 5 + and C 2 H 5 + (weak indications at TOF channels above the 16 and 28 amu channels). These ionospheric ions may be scavenged by the interaction of the externally flowing plasma with the ionosphere, a well known process observed at Venus.
[9] Atmospheric capture of background plasma was discussed by H82 and S05. CAPS measurements show that magnetospheric O + is not present inside $12,500 km from the x-axis, a region where O À is absent from the B cycle starting at 14: 53 SCET and continuing at all points inward. This is outside the region where any noticeable magnetospheric deflection of flow around Titan has been observed (e.g., slowing down begins after Figure 3a as does the first indication of magnetic field line draping [Backes et al., 2005] ). Taking this as the edge of the O + clearing area, the ion gyrodiameter between this point and the exobase (4,000 km) is 8,500 km. The corresponding guiding center is 8,250 km from the x-axis. For an initial estimate, we define a circular O + clearing area of radius 8,250 km, which intercepts all guiding centers out to the empirically derived outer edge. The 16 amu background ions were observed to be in a shell distribution by Szego et al. [2005] and its interaction characteristics were modeled by Ledvina et al. [2005] . As a magnetic flux tube of the same area flows past Titan at 110 km s
À1
, its time-averaged area intercepting the clearing area is 1.4 Â 10 18 cm 2 . Then, using the clearing .
Mass Loading
[10] As Cassini moved closer to Titan and further into the mass loading region, a moderate decrease in ion energies occurred as shown in Figures 3a -3c . Average energy decreases of about 1.5 and 2 times occurred in the 14-16 amu group, respectively. A much larger energy drop of $125 times occurred between the 3rd and 4th B cycles of Figures 3c and 3d , respectively. This large energy decrease is attributed to the increase in the number of pickup ions added to the flow (as the neutral exosphere source densities increase) and the addition of the heavier 28 amu ion, initially identified as N 2 + , reflecting the increasing density of the exospheric source upstream. The ion energies for the 28 amu ion in the 4th B cycle correspond to flow speeds $10-15 km s
À1
. This highly decelerated plasma is the last cycle before the cooler, denser ionospheric plasma is observed [Coates et al., 2005] .
[11] Effects of mass loading on ambient flow speeds in the pickup region were computed by S05. The analysis was guided by comparisons with Voyager 1 plasma ion measurements. The CAPS observations above are supportive of the mass loading picture observed by PLS on Voyager 1 (H82) and the reduced flow speeds.
Ion Energy Distributions
[12] As described by H82, the newly born pickup ions are accelerated by the motional electric field, E = ÀV Â B, pointing away from Saturn when in Saturn's equatorial plane, where V is the background velocity of Saturn's rotating magnetosphere and B is its magnetic field. The ions move in a plane perpendicular to B, which is also perpendicular to the plane containing both V and B. At distances well away from Titan, newly born pickup ions move in cycloidal trajectories in planes approximately parallel to Saturn's equatorial plane and their initial distribution in velocity space is a ring distribution. Because the ion gyroradii of the 14-16 amu ions are much larger than their neutral source gas scale heights, H, the majority of the ions observed were born over small spatial regions relative their gyroradii, initially confining them to only a fraction of the allowable velocity space [Hartle and Sittler, 2004] . In this case, such heavy ions are expected to appear as narrow beams in configuration, velocity and energy space. The spectra of the 14-16 amu ions in Figures 3a and 3b appear to be consistent with the signatures of such pickup ion beams. As the magnetic field begins to drape around Titan, the beam trajectories leave the equatorial plane. The field was observed to start draping at $15:10 SCET, just before the B cycle of 3c [Backes et al., 2005] . The draping becomes more prominent during the B cycle of 3d; however, the energy spread remained similar to the previous panels, suggesting that the beam remained coherent. We use the actuator motion of the IMS in the mass loading region to aid in studying pickup ion distributions. As the actuator continuously sweeps above and below the equatorial plane, the collimator should accept ion beams over a segment of its angular sweep. If the ions were not confined as a beam, they would be observed over wider angular segments. Furthermore, the pickup ion energies ''jump'' to lower energy ranges on passing from Figures 3a to 3d or 4 B cycles. Such jumps are expected for a narrow beam distribution because the collimator makes only one pass through the equatorial plane during each B cycle, assuring the likelihood that an ion beam would be crossed. The energy jump occurs because the plasma speed continuously decreased during $4 min of each B cycle while the distribution was only observed during that portion of the cycle when the collimator accepted an ion beam. Other distributions would have energies outside that of a beam. Shell and Maxwellian distributions moving at subsonic speeds would appear with broader energy ranges, including many at lower energies.
Summary
[13] The general features of the interaction of Saturn's rotating magnetosphere with Titan's atmosphere observed by CAPS during the Cassini TA flyby are similar to those observed by PLS on Voyager 1. A mass loading region is observed during the inbound legs of these flybys, where pickup ions are observed in narrow energy ranges consistent with ion beams. In this region, the plasma is slowed down from $110 km s À1 to $ 10-15 km s 
